Oh, are you his mother, really?
So you're from the deep South?
WHY DO YOU STILL HAVE AN ACCENT
You're like the ASIAN girl from Pitch Perfect!
But HOW are you SO good at ENGLISH??
“Have you found a husband yet?”
“Is that your real hair?”
"You're Jewish?"

"So, do you celebrate Christmas?"

"That must be hard for your kids..."
Is your mom white?
"Is there electricity in Africa?"

Yeah. We have cities too!
What do you mean your experiences are different from mine? Aren't we both women? Why does race matter?
How could you understand? You’re white, rich & blonde.
Do you wear clothes in Africa?
"If your family didn’t fight back in the camps, aren’t they just as bad as the Nazis running them?"

Thanks for that...
"Your English is so good!"

"I'm from NC..."
Yeah, but you're a foreigner
(US citizen, live in Europe)
Do you have watermelons in China?
No, where are you REALLY from?
“You’re a Christian? I bet you’re a homophobe.”
“You’re a Christian? I bet you’re a homophobe.”

I have beliefs that counter those of the greater society. That doesn’t make me any less human or any less valuable. I disagree with many things that are accepted by the vast majority, but that does not mean I hate you. I won’t yell that you’re going to hell. I would never protest at a same sex marriage or at an abortion clinic. That’s hateful; I don’t hate them. However, just because I disagree with you does not make my opinion invalid. I live by faith; call me crazy if you want. Since when does free speech exclude Christians? I have a voice too. Don’t bash me for having a different opinion. It hurts that people look at me like I’m crazy when I disagree with what you’re saying. If you’re gay, it hurts that you think I hate you.
“So, how do you know right from wrong?”
"So are you, like, Native American? OR, what are you?"
"I wish I were black because then I'd be able to get into better colleges."
"You'd make a great lesbian!"
“You’d make a great lesbian!”

When people tell me things like this they take some of my ownership of my sexuality & gender expression away from me. It also reinforces the stereotypes of lesbians by implying I look or act like all of “them”.
Why would you call yourself a feminist. Do you hate men? ”
How can you be Jewish? I don't see any horns!
“How can you be Jewish? I don’t see any horns.”

In some of the more rural parts of NC, people have been raised to believe that all Jews are going to hell and so have horns on their head like the devil.
YOU'RE ASIAN?
you must be into
MATH AND/OR CompSci!
Is there wifi in Africa?
You play sports?
You probably have people do your work for you huh...
"Can you speak African?"
“Are you going to have an arranged marriage?”
“Are you going to have an arranged marriage?”

Many assume that Muslim and/or South Asian females are required to have arranged marriages in which the woman have no say in who they get to marry. In reality, Islam tells us that a marriage isn’t legitimate unless the woman and her parents agree to it.
You don't look that Jewish...
Do you speak MEXICAN??

No, I don't.
Oh, but you're not like the other Asians.
"WHERE ARE YOU FROM?"
"COLORADO"
"WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROM?"
“Do you play basketball? ... Volleyball? ... cross country?”
But you don't count as a person of color
“But you don’t count as a person of color!”

While South Asians don’t have the same kind of history with discrimination that Latinos and Blacks have in the United States saying that they aren’t people of color diminishes the struggles that a lot of immigrants face when they move here. Having a name like Mohamed or Ahmed gets you randomly checked a lot more often than anyone else and having an accent can prevent you from getting a job.
"You're so white."

I didn't know listening to rap music and using Ebonics were requirements for being Black.
“You’re so white.”

Black people hail from all parts of the world, and African-American is only one of many ethnicities. I’m a proud first-generation Haitian-American, and my cultural background and experiences are not necessarily the same as those of other individuals.
"...You're Gay...

But you (could) totally pass for Straight..."
“You go to Duke? What Sport do you play?”
“...But you sound so proper?”

# Sorry not sorry that I prefer proper English
I'm going to a Ghetto themed party.
Do you have anything I could wear?
So you’re not a big fan of soccer....
Are you even Mexican?
Who actually believes in the bible anymore?

I DO.

Condescending attitudes aren't appreciated.
You're so exotic. €
What are you?
"But you're too nice to be a conservative."
“But you’re too nice to be a conservative.”

People assume that all conservatives are racist, greedy, etc. People assume that all “sensible” college students have to be liberal. Why can’t I be me and have my political beliefs? I love my liberal friends, but not when they do this.
Why do all Asians look the same?
Why do you ask if I am "mixed"?
"You know you are only getting into all these schools because you're black, right?" Oh okay.

Do you understand Scholarly Articles?
You're Mexican?
Are your parents illegal?
Omg! I Love when your hair is BIG, how do you get it like that?
You came from "the hood," huh? Have you seen a dead body?
You don't speak Spanish....
So are you really Puerto Rican?
Why do you talk like that? Are you putting on an act?
But you are from India!

How is your English so good?
“Oh, you’re from Utah?

Are you one of those Mormons?”